Estimation of in vivo nonspecific binding in positron emission tomography studies without requiring a reference region.
Estimation of outcome measures in in vivo neuroreceptor mapping with positron emission tomography (PET) commonly depends on an assumption of uniform nondisplaceable binding throughout the brain. In many cases, this can be estimated based on data from a "reference region," an area of the brain devoid of the receptor of interest. However, often such a region does not exist, as there are some receptors everywhere throughout the brain. Erroneously designating a region as a "reference" can lead to biased estimation, and furthermore, if the level of specific binding in the purported reference region differs between comparison groups, the validity of resulting conclusions may be called into question. We present a method for estimation of all common PET outcome measures that can provide good estimates even when no reference region exists. Our aim is to use information from several regions simultaneously to estimate the information common to all regions. By not requiring specification (or validation) of a reference region, such an approach can provide an automated, objective approach for kinetic modeling of PET data. We illustrate the performance of these methods on simulated data, human [(11)C]WAY-100635 data, and [(11)C]CUMI-101 blocking data in baboons. We show close agreement between estimates obtained by using the proposed method (which does not require a reference region) and estimates based on either a reference region or a blocking study.